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4. Books:

5. Chapters in Books:

6. Peer-Reviewed Papers Published:


7. Peer-Reviewed Papers Accepted or In Press:

8. Peer-Reviewed Papers Submitted:


9. Papers in Preparation:

dEMAND paper plan:
1. Francois: dEMAND Protocol paper
2. Francois & Ben: GPS dEMAND data with trip diary
3. Ben & Francois: Qualitative paper (based on interviews, Photovoice, and themes)
4. Ben & Mike: dEMAND quantitative outcomes (there may be 2 papers here)
5. Atiya & Catherine: SWAN (1 paper for sure, potentially a second paper)
6. Francois & Stephanie: MAUAP
7. Habib / maybe Delphine: dEMAND participatory process with the community partners

10. Peer-Reviewed Conference Presentations:


11. Peer-Reviewed presentations (no published abstract):


12. Peer-Reviewed Conference Abstracts Submitted:


2. Prescott, M., Mortenson, W.B., Miller, W.C., Routhier, F., & Martin Ginis, K.A. (2017). *Understanding the mobility and community participation of older adults who use mobility devices.* Podium presentation at the 21st IAGG World Congress of Gerontology and...
Geriatrics, as part of the symposium: Mobility and Technology: Maintaining Connectivity in Later Life. July 23-27, San Francisco, CA.


13. Knowledge Translation Presentations


14. Other Publications:

15. Final Reports:

16. Draft Manuscripts and Documents Available (Draft Number; Tentative Title; Lead Author; Co-authors; Acknowledgements):

- dEMAND Project Proposal V3 June 10 2016
- dEMAND General Letter of Contact V5 June 10 2016
- dEMAND Demographic Form V2
- dEMAND Recruitment Poster V2
- dEMAND Recruitment Brochure
- dEMAND Consent Form V10 June 10 2016
- Photovoice Release form
- All Participant Interview Guide V3
- Activity Monitoring Questions
- Functional Independence Measure_Motor only
- Social Capital Scale
- Mobility Device Use Confidence Scale
- Life Space Assessment
- Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale V2
- SWAN-PWD Recruitment Description V1 June 10 2016
- SWAN-PWD Recruitment Pamphlet V1 June 10 2016
- SWAN-PWD Training Participants Letter V1 June 10 2016
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18. Studies Completed:

19. Studies in Progress:

20. Ideas:

- Mixed Methods study comparing Greater Vancouver and Quebec City.
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1. Enhancing community participation in Canadians with physical disabilities: Development, implementation and evaluation of a partnered strategy. To be submitted the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) – Insight Development Grant.